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Company:
Ben and Jerry’s Ice Cream
St. Albans, VT

Challenge:
Maintaining consistent 
temperatures without letting 
energy escape through 
damaged doors

Solution:
TKO CruiserWeight® Doors
APS Resource FLEX-BACK® 
Panels
APS Resource FT-LED® 
Docklights

Industry:
Food & Beverage

Geography:
St. Albans, VT

When people think about indulging in 
ice cream, many think of the creatively 
named and concocted Ben and 
Jerry’s® flavors.  Long-time friends Ben 
Cohen and Jerry Greenfield opened 
their first ice cream parlor in downtown 
Burlington, Vermont in 1978. Since 
then, the company has come to be 
known worldwide for its 202 popular 
flavors (including Phish Food®, Cherry 
Garcia®, Jamaican Me Crazy, and 
Chocolate Therapy™) and the quality 
that is packed into every pint. 
Much of the product is made at the 
plant in St. Albans, Vermont. Though 
the branding conveys a sense of 
whimsy, the company takes its product 
very seriously. According to CEO 
Jostein Solheim in a recent USA Today 
article, “Ben and Jerry’s is a ‘complex 
product’; the skill of the workers in 
Vermont and the close connection to 
raw materials in Vermont is crucial.”
This care is projected throughout the 
Ben and Jerry’s supply chain, which 
ships product to Turkey, Iceland, Hong 
Kong, and other places around the 
world. According to Fitz Fitzgerald, 
maintenance manager at the St. Albans 
plant, “People have expectations 
for Ben and Jerry’s and that means 
we have to be quality conscious 
throughout our supply chain.”
This trip begins at their dock. To ensure 
the product starts off its journey in top-
notch condition, the St. Albans dock 
is switching over to TKO® impactable 
dock doors, APS Resource® FT food-
grade LED lights, and APS FLEX-

BACK™ replacement panels, working 
with Matt Clark of Dock and Door 
Handling to source their equipment.
The 143,000 sq. ft. St. Albans plant 
is the primary manufacturing site for 
Ben and Jerry’s, Breyers® and Good 
Humor® brands. The facility operates 
three shifts through the week and 
shuts down the lines over the weekend 
for maintenance. About 1,700 pallets 
of product are shipped to various 
markets each week from the facility’s 
40-degree shipping dock. Although 
they peak slightly in the summer, this 
volume is fairly consistent throughout 
the year.
All of this traffic can be rough on dock 
equipment, and this is especially true 
for dock doors. The entire St. Albans 
product offering goes out to the world 
through just four dock doors, which 
is why the company is planning to 
replace them with heavy-duty TKO 
CruiserWeight impactable dock doors. 
Ben and Jerry’s makes their wide 
variety of ice cream flavors one batch 
at a time. Losing a single door can 
crimp the flow of Dulce Delish or 
Neapolitan Dynamite™, and the St. 
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Albans management is not interested 
in a backlog stemming from down 
time at the dock.  According to Fitz, 
“It is not uncommon for us to do forty 
truckloads over three shifts.”
Any kind of bump from a forklift, no 
matter how slight, can affect the 
ability of a door to seal properly. The 
misalignment will lead to energy-
wasting gaps between the door and 
the door frame and make the door 
difficult for the dock crew to open and 
close.
As they replace their doors with TKO 
CruiserWeight doors, Fitz and his crew 
focus on avoiding the maintenance 
costs and downtime of the previous 
doors, keeping traffic moving, and 
preventing the loss of chilled air at the 
dock.
When space is tight at the dock and 
traffic is heavy, inadvertent collisions 
with the doors are inevitable, but TKO 
doors are designed to withstand these 
impacts. This is possible because of 
the door’s unique retractable plunger 
guidance system that rides along the 
super-strong Ultra High Molecular 
Weight (UHMW) Polycarbonate track. 
When the door is hit, the plungers 
simply slide out of the grooved track. 
The rugged track also withstands 
forklift impacts, ensuring that the door 
continues to operate smoothly without 
hanging up in the track. The guide track 
design does not capture the plungers; 
instead, it allows them to slide along 
loosely, unlike the tight space afforded 
rollers within the sheet metal guide 
track on a standard dock door. TKO 
added their PowerHouse™ Panel to 
the door, a heavy-duty polycarbonate 
facing that stands up to the worst 
abuse. 

By not resisting the force of the blow, 
the door protects itself from damage. 
Even the panels have a slight flex to 
cut down on resistance. After a door is 
knocked out of the track, a quick tug on 
the door handles resets the door, and 
the unit is back in operation quickly. 
The maintenance crew can stay busy 
with upkeep and repair demands in 
other parts of the facility.
“Our main concern,” says Fitz, “is 
weatherseal.” Rather than mounting 
it on the doorframe, TKO attaches the 
door seal gasket to the door panel, 
enabling it to be protected within 
the door guide. The gasket is never 
exposed to damage or tearing. 
A high-tensile multi-filament hinge 
connects the doors panels, preventing 
energy-wasting gaps. To protect the 
building from energy loss, the panel’s 
damage-resistant polymer skin 
encases an insulated foam core panel 
that is 1¾ inches thick.
Over at the receiving dock for dry 
supplies, the accidents are not as 
frequent or as destructive. Here, Ben 
and Jerry’s management has set up 
a measure of protection for the doors 
by replacing the lower panel on their 
existing dock doors with the APS 
Resource® FLEX-BACK Panel.
Most damage happens in one of two 
ways. Sometimes, stacks of pallets 
are shoved into the lower panel. Other 
times, when raised for truck access, 
the door sags into the path of the 
oncoming forklifts. Either way, the 
inflexible panels can crack when they 
are rammed by pallets or forklifts.  
Even when door panels are not 
broken, they can be difficult to operate. 
Employees sometimes neglect to 
close a damaged door, exposing this 
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food operation to insects and other 
undesirable invaders.  “We have 
some pretty serious quality audits,” 
relates Fitz. “There are audits from 
our customers; on top of that, certain 
countries we do business in hire 
auditors to sweep through our plant.  
Pest control is a primary concern and 
torn gaskets are an open invitation. 
There were times when we had to do 
$5,000 in door gasket replacements in 
order to comply.”
The rugged FLEX-BACK Panel helps 
eliminate bottom door panel damage 
by flexing upon impact and returning 
to normal operating position. “That 
was the problem with our standard 
door; they did not flex like these panels 
do,” says Fitz, “so we were replacing 
panels all the time.  We did try other 
styles of replacement panels and they, 
too, would eventually suffer damage 
and need replacement.”
The FLEX-BACK panel is constructed 
of a high-impact polymer skin and 
tubular frame, which gives the panel its 
flexibility and strength. This durability 
helps eliminate damage to bottom door 
panels and reduces door maintenance 
costs.
Doors are not alone in suffering forklift 
damage; anything in the way can be 
hit. Dock lights are often damaged, 
requiring replacement. However, 
broken dock lights are not enough to 
stop forklift traffic, so the area becomes 
less safe. 
To avoid that problem, along with the 
related costs, the Ben & Jerry’s St. 
Albans center management included 
APS Resource food grade FT Ultra 
LED™ lights to ensure their dock is 
continually illuminated. 
The bright, 15-watt, FT Ultra LED 
Docklight fully illuminates the entire 

trailer with abundant light output while 
using a minimum amount of energy. 
Using one-tenth the energy of a 
traditional incandescent, the FT Ultra 
LED 50,000-hour lamp life saves on 
utility, maintenance and replacement 
costs. 
Designed to withstand impact, the 
FT Ultra LED resists damage from 
forklift traffic. The 33-inch stainless 
steel flexible arm allows for precise 
positioning, permitting the user to aim 
light at the optimal spot to illuminate 
the truck and facilitate loading or 
unloading. The impact-resistant LED 
light head withstands the demands of 
the loading dock, meets rigorous DA 
standards, and stays cool to the touch.
Now that lighting is improved and 
more of their doorways are protected 
by TKO CruiserWeight impactable 
doors and the FLEX-BACK panels, 
Ben and Jerry’s can be certain that 
their product is cold, creamy, and tasty 
from the moment it enters the carton 
to when it is scooped out and enjoyed 
around the world.
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